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Novel heavy-metal oxide glasses with different compositions, specifically (80-x)PbO–
xBi2O3–10B2O3–10SiO2, where x ranges from 0 to 60 mol%, were synthesized using a 
conventional melt-quenching technique. The amorphous nature of these glasses was 
confirmed through X-ray diffraction analysis. Additionally, infrared spectra were obtained 
for the prepared samples to explore their structural characteristics. Differential thermal 
analysis was performed to investigate the characteristic temperatures of the glasses, 
including the glass transition temperature, melting temperature, onset crystallization 
temperature, and peak crystallization temperature. The addition of Bi2O3 shifts the 
characteristic temperatures to higher values and affects the crystallization process and 
phases formed. Parameters like ΔT, KH, and KSP are used to evaluate and quantify glass 
stability. Dilatometric measurements demonstrated that substituting PbO with Bi2O3 in the 
glass composition resulted in an increase in glass transition temperature and dilatometric 
softening temperature, as well as a decrease in the coefficient of thermal expansion. 
Furthermore, we determined the density and calculated the molar volume of the samples. 
These findings deepen our understanding of the thermal behavior, glass stability, and 
structure-property relationships in lead borosilicate glasses with Bi2O3, facilitating the 
development and customization of glass compositions with desired thermal and physical 
characteristics for specific applications. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Lead borosilicate glasses have garnered significant attention due to their exceptional 

properties, rendering them highly versatile for a wide range of applications [1–3]. The combination 
of lead oxide, boron oxide, and silicon dioxide in these glasses results in a unique combination of 
characteristics, including a low melting point [4], high refractive index [5], low dispersion [6], 
excellent chemical durability [7], good electrical resistivity [8], and effective radiation shielding 
capabilities [9].  

One notable area where lead borosilicate glasses exhibit immense promise is optics [10]. 
Their high refractive index makes them ideal for fabricating lenses, prisms, and other optical 
components. Consequently, they find extensive usage in high-power lasers, telescopes, and various 
optical instruments, where their optical properties contribute to superior performance [11]. Lead 
borosilicate glasses also find applications in the electronics industry. Their low melting points 
make them advantageous for use as solder glasses, protective coatings, and sealing materials in 
semiconductor devices and integrated circuits [12–14]. The low melting temperature prevents 
oxidation and deformation of metallic parts during the soldering process, ensuring the integrity of 
electronic components [15]. Another important area of study for lead borosilicate glasses is their 
potential use in nuclear waste disposal. These glasses possess high densities and excellent 
radiation shielding properties, making them attractive for immobilizing high-level radioactive 
waste [16–18]. As a matrix material, lead borosilicate glasses can effectively encapsulate 
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radioactive elements, preventing their release and providing long-term stability. The combination 
of lead oxide and boron oxide in these glasses contributes to their ability to trap and contain 
radioactive species. Overall, the extensive study of lead borosilicate glasses stems from their 
versatile nature and the wide range of properties they offer. 

Lead borosilicate glasses, despite their advantageous properties, are not without 
limitations. One significant challenge associated with these glasses is their proneness to 
devitrification [4], which refers to the process of crystallization or transformation into a crystalline 
material over time, particularly when exposed to higher temperatures. Devitrification can have 
adverse effects, leading to the loss of desirable properties and an increase in the glass's brittleness. 
However, researchers are actively working toward addressing this challenge by deepening their 
understanding of the intricate relationship between the composition, structure, and thermal 
properties of lead borosilicate glasses. This knowledge enables them to develop effective strategies 
that can mitigate devitrification and tailor glass formulations to specific applications while 
preserving the glass's unique properties [4]. By carefully adjusting the ratios of lead oxide, boron 
oxide, and silicon dioxide or by incorporating additional oxides, it becomes possible to stabilize 
the glass structure and enhance its thermal stability [19–22]. Bismuth oxide (Bi2O3) is a promising 
replacement for PbO in lead-borosilicate glasses due to its similar chemical and physical 
properties [23]. The addition of Bi2O3 to lead borosilicate glasses can result in changes in their 
thermal properties, such as the glass transition temperature, coefficient of thermal expansion 
(CTE) and thermal stability. One of the reasons for these changes is the ability of Bi2O3 to form 
stronger chemical bonds with the glass network compared to PbO [24]. Furthermore, the addition 
of Bi2O3 can also affect the crystallization behavior of the glass. The addition of Bi2O3 can alter 
the crystal phases that form upon crystallization and their morphology, which can affect the 
properties of the glass. In summary, replacing PbO with Bi2O3 in lead borosilicate glasses can 
significantly affect their thermal properties and crystallization behavior. However, it is important 
to carefully consider the composition and amount of Bi2O3 added, as excessive amounts may lead 
to detrimental effects on the glass structure and properties. 

Hence, the objective of this research was to examine how the incorporation of Bi2O3 
affects the crystallization behavior and thermal properties of 80PbO–10B2O3–10SiO glass using  
X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier-transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR), differential thermal analysis (DTA), and dilatometry technique. 

 
 
2. Materials and methods 
 
Lead-bismuth borosilicate glass compositions with their labels are listed in Table 1. 

Glasses in the molar composition of (80-x)PbO–xBi2O3–10B2O3–10SiO2 (x = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 
and 60 mol %) were obtained by a conventional melt-quenching technique using Pb3O4 (99.5%, 
Colorobbia), Bi2O3 (99.9%, Sigma‒Aldrich), H3BO3 (99.9%, Eti Mine Works) and SiO2 (99.9%, 
Polar Quartz) as raw materials. The corresponding components were thoroughly mixed with an 
agate mortar and melted in a 50 mL platinum crucible at 950–1000°C for 30 minutes using an 
electric furnace with silicon carbide (SiC) heaters. The resulting molten glass was then poured 
quickly into a preheated stainless-steel mold. The glass samples were then subjected to annealing 
in a muffle furnace at a temperature of 300°C for 5 hours and allowed to cool gradually to room 
temperature to prevent any internal stress. 
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Table 1. Chemical composition (mol %) of the investigated glasses. 
 

Sample 
name 

Glass composition 
PbO Bі2O3 B2O3 SiO2 

80Pb 80 0 10 10 
70Pb10Bi 70 10 10 10 
60Pb20Bi 60 20 10 10 
50Pb30Bi 50 30 10 10 
40Pb40Bi 40 40 10 10 
30Pb50Bi 30 50 10 10 
20Pb60Bi 20 60 10 10 

 
 
In order to prepare the glass sample for differential thermal analysis, it was ground into a 

fine powder using an agate mortar and pestle and then passed through a series of standard sieves. 
The portion of the powder that passed through a 270 mesh (53 μm) sieve was selected for analysis. 
The DTA analysis was carried out using a Derivatograf Q-1500D. The glass transition temperature 
(Tg), onset crystallization temperature (Tx), peak crystallization temperature (Tc), and melting 
temperature (Tm) were measured by heating the glass sample at a constant rate of 5°C/min from 
room temperature to 1000°C in an air atmosphere. High-purity alumina powder was used as the 
reference substance, and the temperature error was ±5°C. The glass transition temperature (Tg) was 
determined as the onset of the first endothermic peak on the DTA curves [19]. To identify the 
crystalline phases linked to the exothermic peaks in the DTA curves, the glass powder was heat-
treated in the air at the crystallization temperature (Tс) for 5 hours. The crystalline phases that 
formed during the heat treatment process were identified using a DRON-3М X-ray diffractometer 
that utilized Co-Kα radiation to scan the 10 < 2Θ < 90 range. The microstructure of the crystalline 
phases developed in the glass-ceramic samples after heat treatment was examined by scanning 
electron microscopy (FESEM, MIRA3 TESCAN) operating at 10 kV. 

The FTIR transmitting spectra were obtained using the Thermo Nicolet Avatar 370 FTIR 
Spectrometer in the 1600–400 cm−1 range with a resolution of 2 cm−1. The KBr pellet technique 
was used, wherein each sample (2 mg of glass powder) was mixed with 200 mg of KBr in an agate 
mortar and then pressed into pellets with a diameter of 13 mm [25]. The spectrum for each sample 
was the average of 32 scans and was normalized to the spectrum of the blank KBr pellet [25].  

The glass samples were subjected to measurements of their dilatometric softening point 
(Td), glass transition temperature (Tg), and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) using a 
dilatometer 1300 L (Italy), which had a heating rate of 3°C/min. The CTE value was determined 
within the range of 20 to 200°C (as shown in Fig. 1). The dilatometry analysis results are 
presented in Table 2. Additionally, the density of the glass samples was measured at room 
temperature using distilled water as the immersion liquid and a digital balance with 10−4 g 
sensitivity. 
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Fig. 1. Dilatometry curve of 70Pb10Bi sample. 
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
XRD analysis results (Fig. 2) indicate that all the prepared glass samples in the mentioned 

compositions are amorphous, as demonstrated by the absence of crystallization peaks and the 
presence of a broad halo pattern around 2θ = 33°, which is characteristic of amorphous materials. 
Amorphous materials lack the long-range atomic arrangement and periodicity observed in 
crystalline materials and instead display a disordered atomic structure, which is reflected in the 
broad halo pattern observed in the XRD analysis. 
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Fig. 2. X‐ray powder diffraction patterns of the investigated glasses. 
 
 
Utilizing Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy can greatly enhance our 

understanding of the local structure, properties, and behavior of glasses. The infrared transmission 
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spectra of the prepared glass samples were examined within the wavenumber range of 400–1600 
cm−1. Figure 3 shows the FTIR spectra for all samples. Existing literature [3, 11, 26–30] on lead 
borosilicate and bismuth borosilicate glasses was consulted to interpret the spectra and identify 
absorption bands. The FTIR spectra of the prepared samples exhibit bands typical of borosilicate 
glasses, specifically around  1240 cm−1, 1150 cm−1, 870 cm−1 and 705 cm–1. The absorption band at 
approximately 1240 cm−1 is typically attributed to the B–O stretching vibrations of the BO3 units 
present in boroxol rings [3, 11, 26]. The infrared absorption band at about 1150 cm−1 is assigned to 
the absorption vibration of BO4 units [11, 27, 28]. This band is due to the stretching vibration of 
the oxygen atoms in the BO4 units. The fact that both bands have an equal intensity indicates that 
the two types of units are present in equal proportions. The symmetric stretching of Si–O bonds in 
SiO4 tetrahedra is responsible for the absorption peak at 870 cm−1 [3, 11]. The absorption band at 
705 cm–1 is caused by the bending vibrations of the B–O–B bonds in BO3 triangles [3, 11, 26]. The 
decrease in the peak area at 705 cm–1 with increasing Bi2O3 content indicates that the concentration 
of BO3 units is decreasing, while the increase in the band intensity at 1150 cm–1 indicates that the 
concentration of BO4 units is increasing. This suggests that the addition of Bi2O3 to borate glasses 
leads to a transformation of BO3 units into BO4 units. The overall effect of increasing Bi2O3 
content is to increase the connectivity of the boron network and make the glass more rigid. 
Additionally, the study showed that substituting PbO with Bi2O3 results in the suppression of the 
absorption band at 615 cm–1, which originates from the bending vibrations of the B–O–Pb bonds 
within the glass network [29, 30]. Simultaneously, a new band emerges at approximately 560 cm–

1, indicating the presence of symmetrical stretching vibrations of Bi–O–Bi bonds in the BiO6 
octahedral unit [27, 31]. The distinct broad band observed at approximately 460 cm–1 on the 
spectra of all glass samples is ascribed to the bending vibration of the Si–O–Si bond in SiO4 
tetrahedra and the symmetric bending vibration of the Pb–O bond in PbO4 tetrahedra [3, 27]. 
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Fig. 3. FTIR spectra for (80-x)PbO–xBi2O3–10B2O3–10SiO2 glasses with x = 0–60 mol%. 
 
 
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was used to thoroughly analyze the thermal behavior 

of lead-bismuth borosilicate glasses. The DTA curves in Fig. 4 illustrate the thermal behavior of 
the 70Pb10Bi glass sample at different heating rates. 
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Fig. 4. DTA results of 70Pb10Bi sample at different heating rates: (a) 2.5 °C/min, (b) 5 °C/min and  
(c) 10 °C/min. 

 
 
The results indicate that, similar to other glassy systems [32, 33], the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) and other characteristic temperatures of the glasses increase with higher heating 
rates. This phenomenon has been previously explained in the literature [32]. The reasoning behind 
this phenomenon is that higher heating rates provide greater heat per unit time. The glass transition 
occurs when the relaxation time approaches the isothermal holding time. At higher heating rates, 
the relaxation time decreases and becomes comparable to the isothermal holding time, leading to 
the glass transition taking place. Tg is inversely proportional to the relaxation time, which, in turn, 
is inversely proportional to the heating rate. Therefore, as the heating rate increases, Tg also 
increases. This finding aligns with the observations made in this study and supports the notion 
established in the literature. The heating rate plays a significant role in the nucleation and 
crystallization processes of glass, affecting the concentration of nucleation sites, the crystallization 
temperature range, and the resulting crystallites' size. Lower heating rates provide more time for 
nucleation, resulting in a higher concentration of nucleation sites and a shift of the crystallization 
onset to lower temperatures, as indicated by the shift of Tc into the region of lower temperatures. 
The crystallization peak observed in DTA analysis becomes broader and more intense at higher 
heating rates, indicating shorter crystallization times and the formation of larger crystallites. 

Fig. 5 presents DTA curves for all the investigated glasses but with a fixed heating rate of 
5°C/min. These curves provide valuable information about the characteristic temperatures of the 
glasses, including Tg, Tm (melting temperature), Tx (onset crystallization temperature), and Tс 
(peak crystallization temperature) [34]. 
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Fig. 5. DTA curves of investigated glasses using fine powders with a heating rate of 5 °C/min. 
 
 
Figure 5 demonstrates that all the DTA scans displayed an endothermic transition within 

the temperature range of 270 to 310°C. This transition corresponds to the glass transition 
temperature (Tg) and provides confirmation that the investigated samples possess a glassy nature. 
Replacing PbO with Bi2O3 shifts all characteristic temperatures to higher values. Figure 5 shows 
that the number of exothermic peaks, which indicate crystallization reactions, varies with the 
change in composition. Glass samples containing 30–50 mol% Bi2O3 exhibit two distinct 
exothermic peaks in their DTA curves, indicating a complex crystallization process and the 
formation of two crystalline phases. On the other hand, only one exothermic peak is observed in 
the DTA curves of the other investigated glasses, suggesting the formation of a single crystalline 
phase. Selected samples were heat-treated at the peak crystallization temperatures to identify the 
resulting phases. The peak crystallization temperatures for the different compositions were: 340°C 
for 80Pb, 390°C for 70Pb10Bi, 390 and 474°C for 50Pb30Bi, and 407°C for 20Pb60Bi. The 
corresponding XRD patterns after heat treatment are shown in Fig. 6. XRD analysis revealed that 
5-hour heat treatment at 340℃ for the base glass (80Pb) resulted in the formation of a single 
crystalline phase, Pb4B2O7 (PDF 00-003-576). For the glass with 10 mol% Bi2O3 (70Pb10Bi), the 
main crystalline phase formed after heat treatment at 390°C is Pb3SiO5 (PDF 00-029-0783). 
Notably, the addition of bismuth oxide to the lead borosilicate glass affects both the main 
crystalline phase and crystal morphology (Fig. 7). The 80Pb sample exhibits long needle-like 
crystals (0.5–2 μm) surrounded by an amorphous matrix, while the 70Pb10Bi sample displays 
larger rhombus-shaped crystals (1–5 μm). The XRD patterns of the 50Pb30Bi sample, after heat 
treatment, indicate the formation of two distinct phases: Pb4Bi3B7O19 (PDF 00-039-0570) and 
Bi12SiO20 (PDF 00-037-0485). Finally, in the case of the glass with 60 mol% Bi2O3, the only 
product of crystallization upon heat treatment was Bi12SiO20 (PDF 00-037-0485). 
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Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction patterns of glass powders heat treated at the crystallization temperature for  
5 hours. 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. SEM micrograph of the fractured surface of glass-ceramic samples derived from the 80Pb (a) and 
70Pb10Bi (b) glasses after undergoing a 5-hour heat treatment. 

Glass stability is a crucial characteristic that measures the ability of a glass material to 
maintain its amorphous structure when subjected to heating. Devitrification, which is the 
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crystallization of the glass upon heating, can significantly affect the properties and performance of 
the material. Therefore, assessing and understanding glass stability is essential for developing and 
applying glass materials in various industries. Various parameters have been proposed to evaluate 
and quantify glass stability, primarily based on characteristic temperatures associated with the 
glass transition, crystallization, and melting processes. These parameters provide valuable insights 
into the thermal behavior of glasses and their resistance to devitrification. Three notable examples 
of such parameters are the Dietzel criterion (ΔT = Tx - Tg) [35], the Hruby criterion (KH = (Tc - 
Tg)/(Tm - Tc)) [36], and the Saad and Poulain criterion (KSP = (Tc - Tx)ΔT/Tg) [37]. Higher values 
of these parameters correspond to greater thermal stability, indicating that the glass is less likely to 
undergo crystallization under heating conditions. From Table 2, it is noted that as the Bi2O3 
content increases from 0 to 20 mol%, the values of ΔT, KH, and KSP also increase. This indicates 
that the addition of Bi2O3 enhances the glass stability within this range. A higher ΔT signifies a 
larger temperature window between the glass transition and crystallization, suggesting improved 
thermal stability. Similarly, higher KH and KSP values indicate slower crystallization kinetics, 
implying increased resistance to crystallization. However, when the amount of Bi2O3 exceeds the 
optimal range (20 mol% in this case), the glass structure becomes excessively modified. The 
excessive modification weakens the glass network, making it more prone to structural 
rearrangements and crystallization when exposed to elevated temperatures. Consequently, the 
parameters ΔT, KH, and KSP start to decrease, indicating a decrease in glass stability. 

 
 

Table 2. Values of the characteristic temperatures (Tg, Td, Tx, Tс, Tm), stability parameters (ΔT, KSP, KH), 
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), density (ρ) and molar volume (Vm) of the investigated glasses. 

 

Sample 
name 

ρ, 
g/cm3 

Vm, 
cm3/g 

Dilatometry DTA Stability parameters 
Tg, 
ºС 

Td, 
ºС 

CTE, 
ppm/ºС 

Tg, 
ºС 

Tx, 
ºС 

Tс, 
ºС 

Tm, 
ºС 

ΔT, 
ºС 

KSP, 
ºС KH 

80Pb 7.49 25.57 270 290 13.1 275 323 340 522 48 2.97 0.36 
70Pb10Bi 7.74 27.88 280 295 13 282 353 380 533 71 6.29 0.62 
60Pb20Bi 7.82 30.70 285 300 12.8 287 370 400 564 83 8.68 0.69 
50Pb30Bi 7.88 33.55 290 303 12.7 300 350 390 556 50 6.67 0.54 
40Pb40Bi 7.94 36.35 295 305 12.6 302 340 388 628 38 6.04 0.36 
30Pb50Bi 8.01 39.07 297 308 12.5 305 335 372 634 30 3.64 0.26 
20Pb60Bi 8.07 41.79 303 315 12.4 307 330 407 640 23 5.77 0.43 

 
 
In the realm of materials science and engineering, thermal expansion, glass transition 

temperature, and dilatometric softening temperature hold significant importance. These properties 
offer valuable insights into how glass behaves under different temperature conditions, aiding in 
determining its suitability for specific applications. A crucial factor influencing these properties is 
the oxide composition of the glass. Examining the results obtained from dilatometry shows that the 
equimolar substitution of PbO by Bi2O3 leads to notable changes. The glass transition temperature 
increases from 270 to 303°C, while the dilatometric softening point increases from 290 to 315°C. 
Conversely, the coefficient of thermal expansion decreases from 13.1 to 12.4 ppm/°C. These 
alterations can be attributed to substituting weaker Pb–O bonds (with a bond energy of 101 
kJ/mol) with stronger Bi–O bonds (with a bond energy of 102.5 kJ/mol) [24]. Additionally, the 
density (7.49–8.07 g/cm3) and molar volume (25.57–41.79 cm3/mol) of the glasses increase as 
PbO is substituted with Bi2O3. This increase in density is primarily due to the relatively larger 
molar mass of Bi2O3 compared to PbO. Moreover, the larger ionic radius of the substituted Bi2+ 
ions causes an increase in the molar volume of the glass. These findings deepen our understanding 
of the structure-property relationships in glasses and enable the tailoring of glass compositions for 
specific applications based on the desired thermal and physical characteristics. 
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4. Conclusions 
 
The thermal properties and crystallization behavior of lead-bismuth borosilicate glasses 

with varying compositions (80-x)PbO–xBi2O3–10B2O3–10SiO2 (where x = 0–60 mol%) were 
extensively investigated using analytical techniques such as X-ray diffraction, scanning electron 
microscopy, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, differential thermal analysis, and 
dilatometry. The X-ray diffraction patterns confirmed that the glasses exhibited an amorphous 
structure. Differential thermal analysis curves provided additional evidence of the glassy nature of 
the samples and offered insights into characteristic temperatures such as Tg, Tm, Tx, and Tс.  

The addition of Bi2O3 to the lead borosilicate glass composition affects these characteristic 
temperatures, shifting them to higher values. Among the studied glass samples, the one with 20% 
Bi2O3 exhibited the highest values of ΔT, KH, and KSP, indicating its superior thermal stability 
compared to the other samples. The number of exothermic peaks in the DTA curves varied with 
the composition, indicating a complex crystallization process and the formation of multiple 
crystalline phases in some samples. Heat treatment at specific temperatures led to the formation of 
distinct crystalline phases, as determined by XRD analysis. Equimolar substitution of PbO with 
Bi2O3 increased the glass transition temperature, dilatometric softening temperature, density, and 
molar volume, while decreasing the coefficient of thermal expansion. 
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